
Pakefield Monthly Monitoring Report 

Submitted By: lucy.goodman_CPE 

Date & Time of Survey: February 18, 2021 8:20 AM 

Time of Low Tide: 07:35    Height of Low Tide: -0.7m ODN 

Reason for Inspection: Post weather/wave/surge event 

Current & antecedent conditions: Current ESE winds 20-25 mph. Current wind -wave direction is more 
onshore than oblique <1m. Past week has seen fresh southerly to South Easterly winds transitioning from 
spring to neap tides. Weekend of 5-7th Feb saw cold ENE winds with gusts >40 mph; high-energy waves 
arriving from ENE direction >3.0 m in height. This was a destructive weekend superimposed on an already 
depleted beach due to strong Easterly winds and destructive waves at the end of January (~30th). Snow fall 
and wintery conditions delayed inspections after this event. 

Beach cliff 

Northern extent of beach cliff: The beach cliff is more laterally continuous alongshore. Images below 
show the beach cliff extending North beyond All Saints Road. 

Maximum height of beach cliff face: ~2m in the south (Arbor Lane) to 0.3 - 0.4m in front of the fishing 
boats; consistent height towards Lowestoft. 

 

 

 

 



Comments on beach cliff: A new beach cliff can also be seen (~0.3m high) south of the Rifle wall (see 
photos below) where the lowering of the shore face has exposed the relatively harder clay strata. The beach 
here is slightly wider and has some marram grass embryo dune type accumulations of wind blown sand. The 
beach cliffing has prevented cliff toe erosion here. Elsewhere the beach cliffing and recession is a forerunner 
to recession of the main cliff line landward of it – as seen below the Rosary. 

Photos of beach and beach-cliff looking north. 

 

Photos of beach & beach-cliff looking south. 



Photos of beach-cliffing over southern Pontins frontage: 

 

 

 

 

 



Signage 

Paces from warning sign to beach cliff edge: 8 – approximated- no change since last inspection 
however sign is now fenced off and inaccessible (see photo below). 

Condition of signage: Good and readable but not necessarily placed in the path of most walkers- difficulty 
with eroding shoreline. Some signs on southern builder bag defence are now partially buried. See below 

 



Signage issues: Sign on cliff top south of Pontins 
access footpath is unstable due to cliff top erosion 
(see below).  

  

Shoreline change 

Impression of intertidal beach volume: Much 
lower, particularly over the southern end of the 
cliffed frontage where the clay strata is exposed by 
~0.2m indicating broad lowering. The frontage south 
of the fallen Rifle Range wall has suffered wide-
spread cliff erosion. The cliff material lost volume 
has not been retained on the supra or intertidal 
beach (see photos below).

 

 

 



Comments on change in beach geomorphology: On Feb 5th a large section of Cliff was reported by 
Coastguard to have collapsed at Pakefield, below the Rifle Range. This indentation in the cliff line is evident 
although the talus/fallen material is not at the base of the cliff and has therefore been transported off or 
alongshore. Looking south, the bay form of the beach is very pronounced ahead of Benacre Ness. The Ness 
appears to be continuing to migrate north with new sand deposited within the hook shaped northern flank. 

The beach is fairly flat in gradient at present. The beach volume has seemingly lowered more at the southern 
end of the frontage than the northern end – where gravel has returned to the base of the cliff. 

Risk to property 

Photos of beach in front of 'The Cliffs' properties 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Comments on threat to cliff-top 
property: Threats to cliff top property 
are still prominent, evident and have only 
been temporarily slowed by the builder 
bag defence.  Although some of the builder 
bags are exposed, they have not been 
displaced. It is likely that they have offered 
some level of cliff toe protection during 
the recent high sea levels and high energy 
waves. The cliff recession has maintained 
fervor over the winter and with current 
low beach levels the threat to cliff-top 
property remains despite the addition of 
the builder bags. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Photos of cliff section beneath 'The Rosary' 

The photo (right) shows the increasingly unvegetated cliff face meeting the builder bag defence below ‘the 
Rosary’. 

 

 

 

 



Impression of supratidal beach volume: Moderately Lower. Although some previously identifiable 
hazards and debris remains all or partially buried in the back beach, the fallen cliff material has not added to 
the beach budget. Large and rounded gravel has been deposited at the base of the cliffs indicating that high-
energy waves have reached the base of the cliffs. The southern end of the cliffed section has lost a significant 
large volume of supratidal beach - conveyed by the presence of the clay strata. 

Cliff recession 

Comments on cliff recession: Cliff recession has continued over the whole frontage and extends much 
further south to Pontins, than previous inspections. This is owing to the intensity of the onshore winds and 
waves at the beginning of February. The material lost from the cliffs has not been added to the intertidal 
beach budget which is very low. 

Change to northern cliffs: Beach cliff meeting unvegetated cliff face, evident cliff top recession, 
overhanging cliffs, cliff toe recession, severe continued erosion of cliff face, slumping, sliding, new debris 
exposed on cliff face, new vegetation at base of cliff. 

Change to southern cliffs: Low back beach & cliff toe undermining, beach cliff meeting unvegetated cliff 
face, evident cliff top recession, overhanging cliffs, cliff toe recession, natural regrading of cliff face, slumping, 
sliding, topples & falls, active scree slope, new debris exposed on cliff face, new vegetation at base of cliff.   

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 



Hazards and/or Debris 

Comments on hazards and/or 
debris: Variety of metal debris exposed 
including a metal triangular navigation 
mark semi-exposed on the intertidal 
beach in front of Pakefield Caravan Park, 
not seen before - presents a toe-stubbing 
hazard (see below). The WW2 metal 
debris on the shoreface includes some 
metal rods in spirals with barbs and these 
also present a nasty hazard for human and 
dogs underfoot.   

  

Geobag debris from Thorpeness stranded on shoreline. 

 

 

New brick and rubble debris, and vegetation, exposed at cliff 
toe and falling down cliff face over southern frontage.  

 

 



 

Overhanging cliff top and 
vegetation poised to fall.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

New service pipes on cliff face 
below Pakefield caravan park  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plastic, metal, rubble debris and 
fallen wooden fence debris mix 
at base of cliff adjacent to Rifle 
Range wall.  

 

 

 

 

Inspection Follow-up 

Write report and share photos. Monitor weather forecasts for any further extended periods of strong onshore 
weather. Cliff movements are ongoing and proximity to the increasingly un-vegetated cliff face should be 
monitored (from a safe distance). Action to make Pontins aware of the sign being lost to cliff top recession. 


